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Cross Fit: Sorrow and Self-Giving
I am just winding up a month off in which I spent a lot of time with the one I love most—me! Ouch.
Truth hurts. Gratefully my native selfishness was no match for the glorious time Annette and I
shared. We stayed home, caught our breath, and renewed our vows. Time off and tuned to each
other: nothing better.
A long time ago Jesus called Annette and me to our primary vocation, which is marriage. Anything
good that springs out of ministry flows from this most important union.
No-one deserves my attention like her. Consider this: for the last 36 years of our lives together,
Annette has said ‘yes’ over and over again to Jesus as I have gone throughout the world to impart
His transforming power for sexually broken people. We love to minister together but kids and
Annette’s homing instinct have resulted in a division of labor, which became even more
accentuated over the last six months. A flurry of national and international trips rendered Annette
nothing short of a ‘war bride’ so it was a huge gift to have a month off to reunite. Thank you to all
who helped to sustain Desert Stream in our absence. You freed us from any financial concern; we
are deeply grateful. You gave and we rested. Bravo.
As always, repose brought exposure. At the beginning of our time off, Annette brought up afresh an
area in which we have disagreed. I disagreed again and could not see her perspective. That day’s
Gospel reading—‘whoever does not take up his cross and follow Me is not worthy of Me’ (Matt.
10:38)—hit me hard and exposed a plank in my eye. A familiar stronghold of selfishness blinded me
to Annette’s greater need.
I sought out my pastor and he counseled me well. A deep sorrow over my sin resulted, something
only the Spirit and holy space could inspire. Aquinas wrote that such sorrow is sign that the Cross
is being born in one’s heart. Let it be so. In areas where I do not see well, I need to slow down and
feel the gravity of my sin. Only then will my repentance be genuine, not a superficial shaking off of
shame.
That repentance has continued over these weeks and resulted in what I can only describe as a
renewed passion in me to fulfill St. Paul’s words ‘to love our wives as Jesus loves the Church and
gave Himself up for her’ (Eph. 5:25). No small task! When I take seriously Jesus’ self-giving on
Calvary—the piercing that released the healing flood (Zech. 12:10-13:2)—I can re-enter His fruitful
surrender and deny afresh my selfish, controlling ways in order to offer what I can to this amazing
woman who deserves that and more.
I do not allow my evident faults to stop me from giving more. That is always Jesus’ direction to
husbands, a self-giving that springs from the arresting sorrow of His Cross.
Please join Annette and me in Chicago July 27th-30th at the annual Courage Conference where
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we will share about our rich life together. As I said, we don’t speak together often so join us for this
unusual opportunity. The Courage gathering offers an array of healing persons and gifts. Hope to
see you there.
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